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Fund Update as at 30 September 2019

CC JCB Global Bond Fund - Unhedged Class (APIR: CHN1425AU)

Fund Benefits

Active Management
JCB is a specialist fixed income manager with significant global 

investment management experience and expertise.

Access
The Fund provides access to investment knowledge, markets, 

opportunities and risk management systems that individual 

investors may not be able to obtain on their own.

Diversification and Income
When bonds are held as part of a broader portfolio of different 

asset classes, diversification may assist in managing market 

volatility. Bond securities in general are considered a defensive 

asset class.The income generated by bond securities is 

consistent and regular (usually semi-annual).

Fund Facts

 Investment Manager Channel Investment Management Ltd

JamiesonCooteBonds Pty Ltd or JCB 
(Portfolio Manager: Charles Jamieson)

 Underlying Fund

 Investment Manager

 Structure /

 Underlying Fund

The Fund invests into the CC JCB 

Active International Bond SP (in USD)

 Inception Date^ 25 February 2019

 Benchmark Bloomberg Barclays Global G7 TRI Value 

Hedged USD (converted to AUD)

 Management Fee # 0.15% p.a.

 Administration Fee 0.10% p.a.#

 Indirect Costs # 0.34% p.a.

 Buy / Sell Spread 0.05% / 0.05%

 Distributions Semi-annual

AUD $43.1 million Fund Size+

Fund Performance

Benchmark**Returns (After fees) ExcessFund*

1 Month -0.68% -0.26%-0.94%

3 Months 7.03% -0.41%6.62%

FYTD 7.03% -0.41%6.62%

1 Year - --

2 Years p.a. - --

Inception 13.94% -0.09%13.85%

Fund Overview

BenchmarkFundCharacteristics

8.44 8.63Modified Duration (yrs)***

2.35 2.31YTM + Hedging Effect^^

AA AA+Weighted Ave. Credit Rating***

^^ Data refers to CC JCB Global Bond Fund - Unhedged Class 

(APIR: CHN1425AU) and Bloomberg Barclays Global G7 TRI Value 

Hedged USD (converted to AUD).  

Source: JamiesonCooteBonds Pty Ltd.

See Definition of Terms.
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Asset Allocation by Currency (Duration Contribution)***
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Platform Availabilty

Asgard Ausmaq Aust Money Market

BT Panorama BT Wrap HUB24 Super & IDPS

Macquarie Wrap Mason Stevens Netwealth

Powerwrap Praemium Xplore Wealth

Further Information

Phone: 1800 940 599

Email: distribution@channelcapital.com.au

Web: www.channelcapital.com.au

# All figures disclosed include the net effect of GST and RITC. ^ Inception Date for performance calculation purposes. + Fund size refers to the 

CC JCB Global Bond Fund ARSN 631 235 553. * Performance is for the CC JCB Global Bond Fund - Unhedged Class (APIR: CHN1425AU), 

also referred to as Class B units, and is based on month end unit prices before tax in Australian Dollars. Net performance is calculated after 

management fees and operating costs, excluding taxation. This is historical performance data. It should be noted the value of an investment 

can rise and fall and past performance is not indicative of future performance. ** Benchmark refers to the Bloomberg Barclays Global G7 TRI 

Value Hedged USD (converted to AUD). *** Data refers to Underlying Fund, CC JCB Active International Bond Segregated Portfolio (in USD); 

and where applicable, Underlying Benchmark, Bloomberg Barclays Global G7 TRI Value Hedged USD. ~ Cash & Other includes cash at bank, 

outstanding settlements and futures margin accounts.
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Fund Update as at 30 September 2019

CC JCB Global Bond Fund - Unhedged Class (APIR: CHN1425AU)

Market Review & Outlook

• Continued slowing global growth

• Severe risks ahead for markets

• Ongoing trade war can push $AUD below 60 cents, how could investors potentially profit from this? 

• Impeachment of the US President – the circus rolls on 

• Bond negative correlation to equities maintained 

Continued slowing global growth 

September delivered further weakening in the global macroeconomic environment, justifying the large global policy 

accommodation (mainly via interest rate cuts and some extension of Quantitative Easing) that markets have been 

receiving over 2019 to date. With the trade war raging on and geopolitics flaring, our central scenario remains that 

further declines will materialise into Q4 2019 and H1 2020. Global purchasing managers indexes (PMI’s) continue to 

fall, European data has re-accelerated lower, South East Asian export data continues to slide whilst US consumer 

confidence and spending is all in decline. That doesn’t bode well for the global economy and we will likely remain in 

a rate cutting environment for the balance of 2019, with the US Federal Reserve (the Fed) likely to play catch up to 

other Central Banks who have led the easing process to date. Looking ahead markets face a large series of event 

risks in the near term that combined with a weak macro pulse, suggest material volatility may lie ahead in a repeat 

of the fourth quarter last year.  

Severe risks ahead for markets

As JCB look out across the foreseeable event landscape, they  see a plethora of event risk for markets (below), in a 

year where everything seems to be moving faster. As is often the case in a late cycle environment, any one of these 

can be the trigger to a new market regime, so JCB will continue to monitor carefully for changes, particularly those 

that may affect credit markets and credit availability – the oil and plumbing of the financial system . 

• 1st October Chinese Communist Party celebrations (flag burning and heavy handed response in HK) 

• 1st October RBA meeting (live for policy move) 

• 4th October US employment report (likely to turn down but lagging indicator) 

• 7th October US/China trade talks (JCB maintain low expectations of any material resolution)  

• 10th US inflation CPI data 

• 15th October US Tariffs implemented on Chinese goods 

• 24th October ECB meeting (unlikely to be live) 

• 30th October FOMC Federal Reserve meeting (live for policy move) 

• 31st Bank of Japan meeting (live for policy move) 

• 31st October Brexit deadline
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CC JCB Global Bond Fund - Unhedged Class (APIR: CHN1425AU)

Ongoing trade war can push $AUD below 60 cents, how could investors potentially profit from this? 

The recent announcements by President Trump that the US/China trade war can last another year or more (beyond 

the November 2020 US Presidential election) may have profound impacts for Australian investors, particularly 

around the value of the Australian Dollar (AUD). 

  

The AUD, already in the midst of a secular decline in value versus the USD, will likely come under continued 

pressure over this time as Chinese data continues to decay. Chinese industrial production has posted a large 

slowdown, taking the 3 month averages to lowest readings since 1990, even worse than in the depths of the GFC. 

This is despite enormous amounts of Chinese domestic stimulus inside their local economy –Trump’s trade war 

seems to be working as intended on curtailing Chinese growth.  

Trade headlines will continue to generate market volatility, but what are the trends inside this whipsaw market 

behaviour where investors can profit over time? 

 

JCB believes, for a number of reasons, the obvious answer is finding high quality assets that can benefit from a 

decline in the AUD. 

 

• The Australian economy is highly leveraged to the Chinese story, a story currently under sufferance. Other south 

east Asian export nations – the factories of the world – are also hurting badly when  considering data from South 

Korea, Taiwan, Indonesia etc. Whilst the trade war drags on, this drag on global macro data will likely continue. 

• The RBA are mid cycle in cutting interest rates. All 4 major domestic banks now expecting the RBA to continue its 

cutting cycle as early as October, adding additional fuel to a negative AUD fire. 

• Unexpected shocks or headlines often generate material ‘’risk off’’ selling of assets which has been AUD negative 

– look at the AUD performance in the weak equity periods. 

• Terms of trade have been boosted by accident.  The Vale damn accident in Brazil has badly disrupted the supply 

of global iron ore, pushing prices sky high to Australia’s short -term advantage. This iron ore supply will be restored 

in time and the one off boost to the terms of trade will fade, likely dragging on the AUD. 

• The RBA may do Quantitative Easing (QE).  Should the RBA follow much of the developed world into a program of 

QE, the currency impacts will likely be profoundly negative. 

 

JCB encourages investors to consider how a continued secular decline in the AUD may impact their portfolios, and 

how some exposure to such an outcome could build negative correlation in conjunction with riskier asset holdings . 

For negative correlation you may favour other asset classes like Gold or a Long Volatility Fund. JCB finds the 

themes inside those asset classes complex and hard to intuitively understand and predict the value change in 

differing scenarios, which is why JCB prefers bonds to build out ’defend and protect’ allocations . 

 

As a high grade bond manager, JCB like combining this theme of potential AUD weakness with global bonds, given 

Central Banks around the world are actively cutting interest rates most of the world over. The themes in combination 

are providing powerful negatively correlated returns for portfolios in the CC JCB Global Bond Fund - Unhedged 

class. JCB believes these themes are compelling as an offensive stand-alone allocation, given the excellent risk 

rewards available to profit in a world of trade wars, geopolitical flares, interest rate cuts and additional QE.  

Impeachment of the US President – the circus rolls on

The move late in September to impeach President Trump is likely a political circus, designed by Democrats to be a 

mirror of the ‘crooked Hilary’ campaign that helped deliver the White House to Trump in 2016. This movement will 

sail through a Democratic House, however, JCB does not believe a Republican Senate will have enough 

non-partisan votes against Trump to complete on this process.  What is harder to predict is how Trump may need to 

manipulate the situation to change the narrative of political discussion in the US heading into the November 2020 

elections.  Does he need a ‘crisis’ (likely geopolitical) to alter the conversation in a “House of Cards” TV show type 

world, or will he do a partial trade deal with China to address a rapidly slowing Global economy and spin this as a 
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CC JCB Global Bond Fund - Unhedged Class (APIR: CHN1425AU)

strong man victory?  There are plenty of possibilities to keep markets guessing into year end, and JCB  are not 

short of finding potential crisis targets after the bombings of the Saudi oil refinery earlier in the month. 

Bond negative correlation to equities maintained 

After the powerful gains delivered for bonds over August 2019, as equity markets fell, most global bond markets 

mildly corrected in September as equity markets lifted, thus maintaining their negative correlations to riskier assets 

holdings. These correlations are not static, as  seen during prior periods such as December 2018 or August 2019, 

the negative correlation can sling shot deeply negative under material market stress as a ‘flight to quality’ movement 

sees investors shed riskier assets for the safety and security of Government bonds. Should markets calm down 

moving forward, then it is likely that all asset classes may enjoy continued policy accommodation into the end of the 

year, however, should  any type of ‘unknown unknown’ event risk, JCB would expected a rapid acceleration in these 

negative correlations again, similar to the August and last December experiences.

Fund Review

For the quarter ending September, the CC JCB Global Bond Fund – Unhedged Class returned 6.62% (after fees), 

underperforming the Barclays Global G7 Total Return Index Value Hedged USD (converted to AUD) by 0.41%.

Over the month, the Fund returned -0.94% (after fees), underperforming its benchmark by 0.26%.

The Fund added to long-end French bonds, as data in Europe is still not improving and net supply from France will 

go negative in October. The BOJ signalled willingness to ease in October, hinting at their preference for a steeper 

curve, so the Fund added to the front-end Japanese bonds, which continue to offer decent returns on a currency 

adjusted basis, while keeping underweight position in the longer tenor. For half a month around the Fed’s meeting , 

the Fund was long the front end of US Treasury.

Definition of Terms:

Modified Duration - is a systematic risk or volatility measure for bonds. It measures the bond portfolio’s sensitivity to 

changes in interest rates.

Yield to Maturity + Hedging Effect - is the total return anticipated on the portfolio if the bond holdings were held until their 

maturity, including the cost or benefit associated with the currency hedge.

Weighted Average Credit Rating - is a measure of credit risk. It refers to the weighted average of all the bond credit ratings 

in a bond portfolio.

Duration Contribution - refers to the portion of the overall duration attributable to the segment (i.e. credit rating or sector). 

Contribution to duration is calculated by multiplying an instruments duration by the percentage weight of the instrument in 

the portfolio. This calculation includes the contribution to duration by holding futures contracts.

The information contained in this report is provided by the Investment Manager, JamiesonCooteBonds Pty Ltd ACN 165 890 282 AFSL 459018 

('JCB'). Channel Investment Management Limited ACN 163 234 240 AFSL 439007 (‘CIML’) is the Responsible Entity and issuer of units in the 

CC JCB Global Bond Fund ARSN 631 235 553 (‘the Fund’). The Fund invests into the CC JCB Active International Bond Segregated Portfolio 

('Underlying Fund'). Neither CIML or JCB, their officers, or employees make any representations or warranties, express or implied as to the 

accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information contained in this report and nothing contained in this report is or shall be relied upon as 

a promise or representation, whether as to the past or the future. Past performance is not a reliable indication of future performance. This 

information is given in summary form and does not purport to be complete. Information in this report, should not be considered advice or a 

recommendation to investors or potential investors in relation to holding, purchasing or selling units in the Fund and does not take into account 

your particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on any information you should consider the appropriateness of 

the information having regard to these matters, any relevant offer document and in particular, you should seek independent financial advice. 

Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward looking statements. Neither CIML nor JCB have any obligation to publicly release 

the result of any revisions to these forward looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this report. For further 

information and before investing, please read the Product Disclosure Statement available on request.
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